
 

FMZSL Square Oil Fuel And Conduction Oil Heating Asphalt Tank
Bitumen Storage Tank For Sale

MITNIK SQUARE TYPE DOUBLE HEATING BITUMENT STORAGE
TANK

WITH OIL FUEL AND CONDUCTION OIL HEATING TYPE

FMZSL Square Type Oil Fuel And Conduction Oil Heating Asphalt Tank Bitumen Storage Tank applies
to matrix asphalt rapid heating up, and emulsifying equipment and modified asphalt equipment
supporting the use.

FMZSL Square Oil Fuel And Conduction Oil Heating Asphalt Tank Bitumen Storage Tank Features:

1. This product will be made heat conduction oil furnace and asphalt tank in one combined, realize "a
tin of dual-use" can heat up asphalt and is available for high temperature heat conduction oil, water
temperature in a perfectly solve the emulsified asphalt equipment and pipeline preheat temperature
of asphalt pump group.
2. Tank and tank design layout, how much we use heating, asphalt heating quickly, save fuel, asphalt
is not repeated heating.
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2. Taken the built-in thermal oil heating layer and heat conduction oil cooling coil, prevent coking
furnace caused by direct heating asphalt aging.
2. More exhaust pipe and oil heat coil two sets of heater, super cooling area, fast heating, high
thermal efficiency.
3.Pluripotent, painted a pump unloading into the tank and pump for outside, still can circulate in
auxiliary uniform heating.
4.Taken the high and low oil design, high temperature uniformity in asphalt, low mouth empty tanks.
5.To end with a clean diesel oil as fuel, emissions targets is superior to the requirements of
environmental protection.
6.Taken the equipment imported burner, more stable performance, low failure rate, saving energy
and reducing consumption.
7. Cooperated burner temperature automatic control, automatic start and stop after the set
temperature.
8. Save labor intensity, simple operation, high degree of civilization production.
9.Taken the square design in the limited space for maximum effective volume, saving transportation
costs and site occupied area
10.Taken the control room and "seamless" of tank, neat appearance, beautiful, rain guard against
theft.
11.Taken the container size integration design, convenient export packing.

Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1819
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